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INTRODUCTION

The International Art Exhibition of the Venice Biennale, now
in its 54th edition, has the longest trajectory of any event
of this type in the world of contemporary art. With a history
that goes back over a hundred years, the Venice Biennale
offers an ideal setting in which the international visual arts
can come together and an unparalleled forum for exchange and
reflection. The 2011 edition, curated by art historian and critic
Bice Curiger, will be one of the broadest in scope ever held, and
over 70 countries on five continents will be represented at the
event.
Since the first edition of the Venice Biennale was held back
in 1895, Spain has always been present at the event with
one very clear objective: to showcase beyond our borders
the excellence of our artists and the refinement of our
cultural events. We recognise the importance of the Venice
Biennale as a vehicle for the international projection of our
most contemporary art, and the projects presented at the
Spanish Pavilion in the Giardini di Castello have always been of
outstanding quality. Solo and group projects, young artists and
artists with a strong international reputation, emerging art,
thought-provoking and sometimes controversial projects – all
have found a place between the walls of this corner of Spain in
Venice, and all have served to reflect the intensity, diversity
and vitality of our contemporary art.
The project presented for this year’s edition by the AECID’s
Directorate General for Cultural and Scientific Relations
is an interesting work entitled The Inadequate, by Valladolid
artist Dora García, one of the leading figures in Spanish video

Trinidad Jiménez
Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation
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and performance art in the last decade. Curated by Katya
García-Antón, the director of the Centre d’Art Contemporain
in Geneva, the project revolves around a set of performances
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that will be staged over the six months that the Biennale runs.

The Inadequate is the second part of a project initiated in
2009 under the title Mad Marginal in which the artist explores
marginality as an artistic position, the need for the marginal,
the mechanics of exclusion, the notion of marginal art and the
idea of censorship. The Inadequate will continue to explore
these issues, but will be constructed specifically in relation
to the particularities of the unique and polemical stage that
is the Venice Biennale.
I am confident that Spain’s participation in the Venice Biennale
will be a great success, and I would like to express my gratitude
for the support the project has received from the recently
established Acción Cultural Española (AC/E). We look forward to
continuing this cooperation on many other international events
and competitions with the aim of boosting and consolidating the
presence of our artists beyond Spain’s borders.
I would also like to thank the staff of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome for their hard work and renewed commitment to this
year’s edition of the Biennale, and all the people at the AECID’s
Directorate General for Cultural and Scientific Relations, whose
effort and professionalism have made it possible to define and
carry out this fascinating project.
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THE RADICALITY OF INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE

‘In my role as a psycho-historian,
I tried to diagnose the schizophrenia of
Western civilisation from its images, in an
autobiographical reflex. The ecstatic “Nympha”
(maniac) on the one side and the mourning
river-god (depressive) on the other.’
Aby Warburg, 3 April 19291

The inadequacy of an individual’s behaviour or thought within
society raises deeply political questions, integral to a
discussion on the emergence of the modern world and the
position of radical politics within it. When in the eighteenth
century modern, bourgeois society emerged it was accompanied
by the displacement of the social space accorded until then to
eschatological theology, apocalyptic vision and social
transgression. Many of the images and symbols that were once
the focus of various pleasures in European carnival were
transformed into the morbid symptoms of private terror.
The demonisation and the exclusion of such carnivalesque
elements led them to be incorporated within a negative,
individualistic framework. It was the wrenching of such
symbols, rites and symptoms from their cultural and theological
contexts that resulted in their inclusion in the realms of the
psycho-pathological. Precisely this violent, institutionalised
secularisation also created the possibility of their
re-contextualisation as deviant literary and artistic forms.
What was at stake here was how the spaces of the dark
unconscious and their inadequate imaginary were discursively
constituted, and how the subject was constructed and
situated within this linguistic and representational apparatus.

Katya García-Antón

1. Written in Warburg’s diaries a few days before his death (the
same year Robert Walser enters the Waldau clinic), and quoted in
Philippe-Alain Michaud, Aby Warburg and the Image in Motion. New
York: Zone Books, 2004, p. 238.
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The changing status of social inadequacy is inherent to what

deviant, mad, marginal or outside of convened thought. These

Marshall Berman has described as the ‘search for authentic

spaces could thus be deemed as representational systems of

identity’.2 Focusing on eighteenth-century Paris, Berman

theatre, traditionally particularly closed; as closed as the

discusses how the ideal of authenticity – of a self that could

psychic system of paranoia that bred within their confines.

organise the individual’s energy and direct it to his/her own

Indeed, this closure inaugurated a certain radical imagery or

happiness – articulated society’s deepest responses to a new,

psycho-pathological impulse evident in early modernist culture.

modern world. For many thinkers of the time, the most naked,
savage reality was preferable to any semblance. Exploring in

It wasn’t until the social turmoil and cultural explosion of the

particular the ideas of key figures of the Enlightenment such as

1960s these notions were reconsidered, and redefined as

Montesquieu and Rousseau, Berman argues that the ideal of

processes and relationships inseparable from the wider webs of

authenticity and the radical notion of society were opposed to

society. Key to such a repositioning was the work of French

the bourgeois, capitalistic idea of ‘self-interest’ that emerged

philosopher Michel Foucault. Foucault’s discussion on madness

with modern society.

and civilisation proposed that the history of madness could not
be traced in isolation, but rather in symbiosis with its opposite

Yet between the 1850s and the end of the 1950s, such key

and enemy: reason. Foucault inspired other thinkers such as

questions of the Enlightenment were locked into a frozen duel;

Italian psychiatrist Franco Basaglia and his British colleague

and more often than not ‘authentic behaviour’ was confined

R.D. Laing, both of whom were essential figures of the 1960s

within the hallowed walls of the asylum. In nearly all arguments

anti-psychiatry movement (They upheld the view that no

between radicals and their opponents, both parties identified

history of madness existed that was not also a history of

the capitalist economy and the liberal state with ‘individualism’

civilisation; moreover, in their minds, the history of madness was

and equated radical aims with a ‘collectivism’ that negated

reflected by the gradual evolution of values, rules, beliefs and

individuality. The French psychiatrist Octave Mannoni has

systems of power. The cultural achievement of their time was

suggested that the development of psychiatric asylums, between

to bring about a return of the repressed, a reconsideration of

the eighteenth and the middle of the twentieth century, acted

the position of inadequacy within society, which in turn brought

as a ‘prosthetic substitute’ for this ‘other’ scene. He

radicalism back to its Romantic roots. Montesquieu’s and

envisaged asylums, therefore, as constituting the topos of the

Rousseau’s call for the authentic was finally answered.

3

social isolation of types of behaviour that have been defined as
Within the discipline of art history, deviancy emerged as both
a conceptual and biographic leitmotif in the 1920s in the figure
2. Marshall Berman, The Politics of Authenticity. Radical
Individualism and the Emergence of Modern Society.
London: Verso, 2009.
3. Octave Mannoni, ‘Writing and Madness’, in David B. Allison
et al (ed.), Psychosis and Sexual Identity: Toward a PostAnalytic View of the Schreber Case, 1988, p. 58.
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of Aby Warburg (1866–1929). The German scholar championed a
new so-called ‘psycho-pathological art history’ that
pre-empted Foucault’s own thoughts on how the history of
madness can lead to an archaeology of knowledge.

13

Warburg’s was a search for dialogue between the irrational
and rational forms of Western civilisation and culture. He
investigated the psychology and internal foundations of
artistic creation, of those intricate subterranean roots
latent in the study of the pathetic gesture, from Antiquity
onwards. In his early days, the scholar studied the ‘paths taken
by the mind’, the staging posts in the development of scientific
thought, tracing the history of disciplines: how numerology
turned into mathematics; how alchemy gave birth to chemistry;
how invocations and incantations evolved into a corpus of
religious texts and songs, stories and literature; how astrology,
after many millennia of stored knowledge, became astronomy
through mathematical and scientific observation of the
celestial spheres; as well as the role of superstition in
intellectual thought, as building blocks of knowledge and part
of the social memory of humanity.
If Warburg’s new approach was gestated during his journeys
(read ethnological displacements) in the sierras of New Mexico
and the schisms of the interwar period, it was concretised as
a result of surrendering himself during almost five years
(1918–24) to the depths of a mental asylum. One could thus

Aby Warburg wearing a Hemis Kachina mask. Warburg Institute Archive.
Photograph: The Warburg Institute, London

consider Warburg as a ‘professional outsider’, bridging in mind
and body the realms of the rational and the irrational, and
contesting the established barriers between them.4
Indeed, it was during his internment in the Kreuzlingen clinic in
Switzerland that Warburg, to the image of Nietzsche throwing
himself around a horse’s neck, veritably endured the forces
that he had identified in his research. He experienced the

4. Elisabeth Lebovici, ‘The Death of the Audience: A Conversation
with Pierre Bal-Blanc’, e-flux journal, no. 13, February 2010.
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tensions between Apollo and Dionysus, as expressed historically

‘schizogram’ of the forces of destruction and construction

in aesthetic form, and as the manifestation of an internal

that battled in his mind.8

conflict affecting the very conditions of knowledge. In so
doing, Warburg seemed to echo the thoughts of fellow thinker

By the time Warburg left Kreuzlingen he no longer thought of

and sufferer, the French artist Antonin Artaud: ‘In chaos I take

knowledge in straight lines; indeed, his knowledge had become a

my first step towards designating all the larval possibilities

form of ‘confused erudition’, as the scholar liked to call it. To

that once made up culture.’

paraphrase Baudelaire, Warburg’s sublime thought had come

5

accompanied by a nervous tremor’, and transformed into a
In the clinic, Warburg surrendered himself to the pathos of the

whirling field spun by vertiginous forces that surpassed the

methodological movement he sought to describe. He lay

epistemological framework of tradition, and opened a gate into

submerged ‘beneath the dark flutter of the griffin’s wings as we

a world of multiple and extraordinary relationships. This excess

dream, between gripping and being gripped, the concept of

contained its own disciplinary violence, one that set art

consciousness’.6 Ludwig Binswanger, his psychiatrist, understood

history on a collision course of heterogeneous temporalities.

that considering Warburg’s delirium in relation to its inadequacy
with reality was a futile exercise. Rather he encouraged him to

Initiated in 1924, Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas Project (or Atlas)

build upon this mental affliction and eventually transform his

was the methodological incarnation of this new psycho-

symptoms into a study of the symptom. Through this process

pathological art history. By constructing a deviant form of

Binswanger helped Warburg to understand his crisis not as a

analysis based on art historical anachronisms and discontinuities

dysfunction, but as an experience in which to immerse himself

that weaved together the ostracised pathos of art history,

and to reveal through the construction of new knowledge. And

Warburg opposed the grand teleological narratives of art

so Warburg never ceased to write during this time. Indeed, he

inaugurated by Giorgio Vasari. His Atlas sought the ‘good

recorded the avalanche of thoughts that assailed him, using

company’ of images from such previously marginal fields as magic,

only a pencil; his aversion to the pen lasted until leaving the

totemism, animism, sacred Native American Dances and the

asylum. Each page of his diaries operated as a veritable

astrology of the Near East. Warburg’s deranged methodology

7

fashioned an erratic structure that embodied and revealed the
very irrationality of the image in Western culture. The harmonious
5. Antonin Artaud, ‘En marge de la “Culture indienne”’,
Oeuvres complètes. Paris: Gallimard, 1974, vol. 12, p. 245.
6. Written in Warburg’s journal May 1928, quoted in
Philippe-Alain Michaud, op. cit., p. 337.

body of thought that had until then so reassured art historians
was violated by the scholar’s work. Indeed, by bringing the
Renaissance back to its original pathetic violence and essentially
hybrid, impure character, Warburg became ‘a destroyer of

7. In particular this section refers to Georges Didi-Huberman,
La imagen superviviente: Historia del arte y el tiempo
de los fantasmas según Aby Warburg. Madrid: Abada Editors,
2009, p. 328–53 (originally published by Les Editions de Minuit,
Paris, 2002).

8. David Stimilli, Ludwig Binswanger – Aby Warburg:
La curación infinita. Historia clinica de Aby Warburg.
Buenos Aires: Adriana Hidalgo Editora, 2007 p. 278.
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worlds’, championing the degenerative notions of Mannerism and
the Baroque and ensuring their serious reconsideration.9
An eccentric offshoot of the scholar’s 60,000 strong library,
Atlas remained unfinished upon his death in 1929. Despite his
vast book-holdings, the project was based upon a precise
selection of just 2,000 photographs: reproductions of
paintings, archaeological and ethnographic motifs, or other
illustrations of art works such as those on stamps and
postcards. In effect, Warburg had distilled his scholarship into
a sort of director’s cut, extracted from his gargantuan
collection. The images were pinned on 79 black wooden panels;
a malleable format that enabled him to continuously reorder
chosen groupings. Images within clusters were connected
across time, through correlations between details, to result in
unexpected visual dialogues. Consequently, Atlas acted out a
kaleidoscopic process based on an ever-changing art historical
conversation, and founded on images rather than words.

Atlas’s phantasmatic quality, to which Warburg clearly alluded in
describing the project as a ‘ghost story for adults’, was
further compounded by the loss of the wooden panels during
the war. Since the only remaining proof of the project is the
photographic documentation of the scholar’s last
‘arrangements’, Atlas has thus survived principally as a
conceptual proposal. Such immateriality is further compounded
by the fact that even during Warburg’s life the project
operated as a veritable ‘imaginarium’, in contrast to the
reassuring confines of the archive, and whose legacy over time
has been that of a virtual and visionary thinking machine.
Aby Warburg, Kreuzlingen Diary, volume 40 (5-31 January 1922), p. 3336.
London, Warburg Institute Archive. Photograph: The Warburg Institute, London

9. To paraphrase Erving Goffman’s description
of the deviant figure, as quoted in Dora García’s
essay in this publication.
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If Warburg’s project was of significance during his own time, it

intelligence. In his delegation of language, Warburg acted as a

continues to resonate today in contemporary thought and

‘clairvoyant’ of the image, seeking out that ‘secret psychic

practice. Indeed, the scholar went some way to answering

impulse’ in the construction of knowledge.10

Bertolt Brecht’s political call of the 1920s for the ‘built up’
* * *

image. Like Brecht, Warburg was convinced of the single image’s
inability to tell more than a limited story, and Atlas represented
a methodology of fluidity and variation that permitted the

The significance of Atlas and of the personal journey that led

critical construction of knowledge in challenging the dominant

Warburg to conceive it lie in their affirmation of the freedom

history. In the project, montage is not simply a formal process,

to imagine. Indeed, Warburg pre-empted much of contemporary

but a critical activity of political and even economic import.

thought in constituting the power of the imagination as a

Indeed, Atlas operated radically, from the margins of a library,

singular, civic right of the individual, beyond its ghettoisation

as a site capable of performing transgression, de-creation and

within the realms of the fantastical. It laid the foundations for

inversion: key notions in contemporary discourses that have

a new freedom to imagine a critical vision of the world and to

sought to redefine marginal communities (post-colonial,

re-establish imagination as a critical and political discipline.

feminist, gay, mad or outsider). Moreover, not only does Atlas
constitute the individual image as a mutable image fragment,
it also de-sacralises the cultic art object. Indeed, in its
exclusive use of reproductions, the project challenges any
notion of the originality of the artwork and the logic of
museums as founded on collections of masterpieces. Atlas
echoes strongly Rosalind Krauss’s lessons about originality
as a modernist myth.
From a philosophical perspective, Warburg created a space of
thought based on visual symbols and their mutual and changing
relations that went beyond the linguistic sign. Atlas points to
the ‘spatial turn’ of the image, contesting the linguistic sign
as the grammatical locator and generator of the concept.
Moreover, it anticipates new approaches to twenty-firstcentury technology. This is particularly the case with the
notion of ‘embodied cognition’: a theory of knowledge that
explains the formation of categories, starting with the primacy
of image over language, essential for investigations around

10. W. G. Sebald, ‘Le Promeneur Solitaire: A remembrance
of Robert Walser’, in Robert Walser, The Tanners. New York:
New Directions Books, p. 12.
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ROBERT WALSER
Inner Workings. Literary Essays 2000-2005.
Essay first published in the New York Review
of Books in November 2000

COPYRIGHT PROTECTED
This text is included in the printed edition of
Mad Marginal cahier #2, The Inadequate, available
at the Venice Biennale bookshop or through
Sternberg Press. www.sternberg-press.com

COPYRIGHT
PROTECTED

J. M. Coetzee
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AVOID THE CENTRE.
LANGUAGE ON THE MARGINS.
THE INADEQUATE

Dora García
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To be awkward or unkempt, to talk or move wrongly, is to be a

Cavallo figure,2 he assured me that madness on a grand scale,

dangerous giant, a destroyer of worlds. As every psychotic and

magnificent madness, the extraordinary delirium of Torquato

comic ought to know, any accurately improper move can poke

Tasso, had ceased to exist; first due to the use of the

through the thin sleeve of immediate reality.

lobotomy procedure, and later as a result of the psychotropic

1

drugs prescribed by psychiatrists (often described as a
The film Mones com la Becky (Monkeys Like Becky, 1999), by

‘chemical lobotomy’). Delirium is active; it constructs an

Joaquim Jordà and Nuria Villazán, opens with a sequence in

alternative reality to replace one that is broken. Delirium is

the Parc del Laberint, a hedge maze in the Horta district

a survival strategy.

of Barcelona. The camera follows a series of characters –
psychiatrists, philosophers, sociologists and others – who

Delirium is a remedy.

deliver monologues or talk to each other on camera, discussing
the human brain, whose image is evident and metaphorically

One of the experts consulted in the film Mones com la Becky

superimposed on the maze-park.

explains how the procedure introduced by Moniz is carried
out: ‘It’s very similar to the way you core an apple.’ Avoid the

The film continues with a group of users of mental health

centre.

services in Maresme, who are working with Joaquim Jordà to try
to put together a theatrical performance about the life of

‘I’m an amateur,’ I say to excuse my ignorance in the

António Egas Moniz, the illustrious recipient of a Nobel Prize for

conversations I have with Joyce scholars, with psychiatrists,

developing the procedure known as a leucotomy or lobotomy.

with experts on Italian counterculture, with philosophers and
psychoanalysts. But I continue to say ‘I’m an amateur’ when I

To stage this performance, the patients at a crisis centre

interview artists, curators and art historians. I’m an amateur.

in Malgrat de Mar must invent the biography of a character,

(Amateur: non-professional, dilettante.)

and imagine or ‘internalise’ the character they will play in the
performance-film about Egas Moniz. But they find it impossible

Why should wandering be of less value than searching? ‘Between

to imagine this fictional character and end up – tearful and

wandering and searching, in the noblest sense of the word, is

emotionally exhausted – telling their own life stories.

there really a difference of “level”?’ asks Fernand Deligny.3

Fiction is health. In a conversation I recently had with theatre
director and poet Giuliano Scabia, the initiator of the Marco

2. Marco Cavallo, Una esperienza di animazione in un
ospedale psichiatrico, with Ortensia Mele, Federico Velludo,
Vittorio Basaglia, Stefano Stradiotto, Elena De Angeli, Franco
Rotelli, Giuseppe Dell’Acqua, Mario Reali and Enzo Sarli. Turin:
Einaudi, 1976.

1. Erving Goffman, Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology
of Interaction. New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1961, p. 81.

3. Fernand Deligny, L’Arachnéen et autres textes. Paris:
L’Arachnéen, 2008, p. 31.
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Thus the autist becomes a pilgrim, a word that, in its Latin root

Walser continues as follows (the text is my own amateur

peregrinus, meant ‘foreigner’ before it came to mean ‘traveller’.

4

translation):

Wandering, amateurism, pilgrimage, foreignness, travel. Avoid

The real room was in the middle, like the core of a fruit,

the centre. What do I want to talk about?

like a drawing in a frame, surrounded by a second room,
which looked lovely and cosy.

In 1926 Robert Walser wrote a short text entitled Der heisse
Brei that explains everything.5

I think that afterwards I realised there were some books
on the table.

Der heisse Brei, literally ‘hot porridge’, alludes to the way we
usually go about eating a bowl of porridge that is too hot:

Does writing not consist primarily in the writer endlessly

we start by loading our spoon at the edge. As we repeat this

skirting around what he really wants to say, as if it were

action, the rest of the porridge progressively becomes the

something exquisite, just as one starts to eat a bowl

edge, until finally we are able to eat the centre, having turned

of hot porridge from the edges to avoid burning one’s

it into edge. Avoid the centre.

tongue?

When I’m awake as an author, as a person, I go through life in

When one writes, one keeps putting off that something

a stupefied state, I sleep, I completely neglect the citizen

that is so important, that something we want to show

within me.

with absolute clarity; but for the moment we speak or

6

write of something else, something completely incidental.
In Der heisse Brei someone comes to visit Walser, a writer ‘by
calling’ no doubt, whom he shows around his home. The visitor

[…]

does not appear to be surprised by anything he sees there.
He also seems to be passing through. In the house, there is a

Was he (the man visiting me) the bowl of hot porridge I

central room, which Walser calls the ‘real (eigentliche) room’,

work my way around to avoid getting burned, or is that

in which some books can be seen in passing on a table. The two

what I was for him? Was he the one who must tell me

writers do not enter the room because it is inside another

something terribly important, or did I have something

room, which looks ‘lovely and cosy’.

essential to communicate to him?
At that point I awoke.

4. Deligny, p. 186.
5. Robert Walser, Der heisse Brei, Das Gesamtwerk XI.
Zurich and Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1978, p. 90.

Walser is relating a dream. In dreams, in Walser’s words, there is

6. Robert Walser, Minotauros, Das Gesamtwerk XI. Zurich and
Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1978, p. 192. (Trans: Dora García)

always something comic and something strange (as all comics and
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all psychotics know). Dreams have many other characteristics:

According to several authors, östreicheln, this new language

absence of purpose, lack of direction, surprising associations,

imagined by Walser, is a way of rebelling against ‘rigid language

metonymic distortion, asyndetic thinking, ‘and – introducing

systems’, such as German, Italian or English.

possibly the most eloquent term in the history of thought
disorder – interpenetration of themes.’7

With books as with people I consider complete understanding
to be somewhat uninteresting.10

Many symptoms of dreaming coincide with those observed in

Östreicheln is thus a border language, a bastard offspring,
neither one thing nor the other, which both identifies and
excludes: Austrian, Triestine, Swiss-German dialect.

thought-disordered schizophrenic speech. What is termed
‘interpenetration of themes’ implies an inability to prevent

one’s own internal context from intruding into speech. This
characteristic of thought disorder is related to what has
been described as ‘impaired perspective’: a general impairment
of social knowledge and understanding of social conventions
relating to speech and discourse.

A homeland is foreign territory for a foreigner.11 Every language
is always the language of another.12
Avoid the centre. What do we want to talk about? Robert
Walser wrote the microscripts (‘Secrets, Not Code’, as Susan

I like to be nice when I’ve been being unpleasant for some time.
This may explain why antisocial behaviour is such a great pleasure.

8

Bernofsky entitled the introduction to her translation),
illegible pencilled scribbling in the margins of discarded or

It’s still not so long ago that I had an urge sometimes to roar.

9

disposable papers; Fernand Deligny, at the end of his life, wrote

Copeaux, literally ‘shavings’ (aphorisms on sheets of A3 paper).
Aversion to useful speech, need to avoid the centre. In Der

heisse Brei, Walser describes his prose as ‘free of Americanisms
and Italianisms’; there is only a ‘hushed and slender possibility of
describing what he experienced during the dream’, and that is
östreicheln. This term can be translated, in an amateur fashion, as
a portmanteau word composed of ‘do the Austrian’ and ‘caress’.

Deligny proposed to replace psychology with topography. He
constructed his lignes d’erre (lines of wandering or drift) as
maps on which to trace the pathways followed by autistic
children in the network he created in Les Cévennes.
Deligny thought that trying to inject meaning (impose language)

7. Peter McKenna and Tomasina Oh, Schizophrenic Speech:

on the lines of drift followed by these children was an act of

Making Sense of Bathroots and Ponds that Fall in Doorways.
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005, pp. 6–25.
8. Robert Walser, Aus dem Bleistiftgebiet, Mikrogramme
1924/1925. Band 2: Suhrkamp, 1985; quotation on back cover.
9. Robert Walser, Speaking to the Rose, Writings
1912–1932, selected and translated by Christopher
Middleton. University of Nebraska Press, 2005, p. 84.
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10. Robert Walser, Speaking to the Rose, p. 101.
11. Robert Walser, Microscripts, translation from German and
introduction by Susan Bernofsky. New York: New Directions/
Christine Burgin, 2010, p. 75.
12. Deligny, p. 83.
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violence against their way of being unique and, perhaps,

[…]

happily incomprehensible. The lignes d’erre were therefore

The voice seems to be one of the favourite instruments

an instrument, but an instrument for what? ‘An instrument

of the will, to the extent that we can no longer

for evacuation, for the evacuation of language, but above

disentangle language from wanting, which precedes it. The

all for the evacuation of therapeutic anxiety.’ Instead of

most trivial of words has the voice for support, and the

interpreting, instead of speaking for others, one errs, one

voice is supported by the sound produced by the vocal

goes astray.

cords, that noise which is a form of action;

13

[…] to speak one must want.
In the last stage of his life, which he spent at the Herisau
sanatorium in Appenzell Ausserrhoden, Walser gave up writing

34.

(‘I’ve come here to be crazy, not to write,’ he told his friend

But what the arachnidan teaches us is that, for the

Carl Seelig). Instead he made paper bags, arranged fruit and

spider, it is not a matter of wanting to use the web

vegetables, braided rope, recycled tin and went for walks.

to catch the fly; the important thing is to spin.

Someone tapped at my door. I shouted ‘come in’ and then hid
in the wardrobe, and the one arriving no doubt stood listening,

39.

waiting for quite some time. Many a novel has begun in a

So what is to be done?

promising way.

One must put oneself in a situation of not-wanting.

14

Is this a position of passivity?
Deligny:

It is just the opposite.
Not-wanting creates an interval of sorts in which the

17.

tacit prevails.15

We understand that it can be said that a spider is going
to spin a web. But does this mean it wants to make the

The tacit: not to be confused with the ‘subconscious’

web?

described by Freud.16 ‘Tacit’ does not mean ‘secret’: there
are simply things that can be said and things that cannot.

24.

When the desire to speak is obstructed or prohibited by some

There is no will in the arachnidan (l’arachnéen).

power, does this imply a secret?17 Perhaps Robert Walser’s
microscripts were not secret but tacit.

13. François Bonardel, Lignes d’Erre, published at
www.derives.tv. The text first appeared in Cartes et
figures de la Terre, the catalogue for an exhibition
organised in 1980 by the Centre de Création Industrielle
of the Pompidou Centre.

15. Deligny.
16. Deligny, p. 77.

14. Robert Walser, ‘New Year’s Page’, in Microscripts, p. 105.

17. Deligny p. 67.
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The inadequate18 is the determination, in an extremely hostile
environment, to reveal the violent fragility of everything we
regard as adequate. The inadequate is a form of dissidence but
one that avoids the centre. The inadequate is a manifestation
of the need to not fulfil expectations, to not be what we are
expected to be. This is reflected in the poem we hear at the
end of a meeting held in the former Psychiatric Hospital of
Trieste (Trieste, the topography of the inadequate), the final
scene of the video The Deviant Majority:

APPENDIX
‘Joyce explained to me that the bread a child dreams of eating
can’t be the same as the bread he eats when he’s awake; the
child can’t transfer all the qualities of the bread to the
dream. Therefore, the bread in the dream wouldn’t be made of
everyday flour but rather of ‘flower’, a word that would take
away certain qualities of the bread and give it others better
suited to a dream.’
Italo Svevo, Ulysse est né à Trieste. Bordeaux, Finitude, 2003, p. 78.

‘I don’t feel disabled. I don’t feel like a normal person who’s
able to compete in the market. I’m one of those who got lost
along the way. I’m a person who always tries to understand
things for myself. I’m someone who pushes psychiatry and
its satellites to ask what ‘mental health’ really means. I like
madness. The madman forces humanity to question the idea
of happiness, of inner peace, and of solidarity, because the
madman is the waste product of a society that needs to
re-examine itself, a big question mark, a quarrelsome dreamer,
a masked utopian, a rebel in the society of the sane.’19
The question ‘What you’re doing isn’t art anymore, is it?’
sometimes seemed to lay a hand gently on my shoulder.20

18. The words in italics refer to a project proposed
by Dora García for the Spanish pavilion at the 2011
Venice Biennale.
19. Dora García, The Deviant Majority, HD video, 34’,
colour, 2010.
20. Walser, Speaking to the Rose, p. 102.
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Le Serret, juin 1976
Background map and tracing
45.7 x 30.5 cm
This map of Le Serret shows a larger zone than the residence area usually
referred to by that name. The thick lines in black pastel (the main one crosses
the map from one side to the other) transcribe the path followed by an adult
named Jean Lin.
The ligne d’erre (line of wandering or drift) of an autistic child named Anne is
shown in Indian ink.
The adult and child are accompanied by a herd of goats, whose hoof prints are
scattered around the map.
The bells worn by the goats are transcribed in the form of small ‘brooms’ of
dots. The sound of the flute and the bell is represented three times (at the
top, in the middle, and at the bottom of the map) by three strokes.
At the top, the path followed by Anne breaks off from Jean Lin’s; the black
flower indicates a stop and a swing. In the middle, a confused area of strokes
and schematically drawn stones indicates the place where they stopped to cut
firewood (see the drawing of a pruning hook). Further down, the child’s ‘line of
drift’ separates from the main path on two occasions on short detours that
Deligny calls lurches.

Ligne d’erre traced in Fernand Deligny’s network, Le Serret (Cévennes, France),
June 1976.
Fernand Deligny, L’Arachnéen et autres textes. Paris: L’Arachnéen, 2008, p. 222.
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THOUGHT DISORDER IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS
Schizophrenic Speech, Making Sense of Bathroots
and Ponds that Fall in Doorways
Cambridge University Press, 2005

COPYRIGHT PROTECTED
This text is included in the printed edition of
Mad Marginal cahier #2, The Inadequate, available
at the Venice Biennale bookshop or through
Sternberg Press. www.sternberg-press.com

COPYRIGHT
PROTECTED

Peter McKenna, Tomasina Oh
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SENSIBILI ALLE FOGLIE
(SENSITIVE TO THE LEAVES)

A Collective Way of Telling Stories
Towards the end of the eighties I was transferred from the
maximum-security prison at Trani (Bari) to the G9 section of
the Rebibbia prison in Rome. In that ward the penitentiary
authorities had concentrated a group of prisoners serving long
sentences for their militant role in the Red Brigades or some
other organisation of armed struggle. When I arrived at the G9,
I was just entering my tenth year of detention. Renato Curcio
greeted me in the cell with a cup of steaming hot coffee and
a magazine open at an article entitled ‘Mental Deterioration
as a Result of Imprisonment’. He was reading a research paper
published by the Ministry of Justice that indicated ten years
of detention as the limit beyond which the inmate suffers
irreversible psychological and physical damage. My mood plunged
abruptly and Renato and I exchanged questioning looks: what
deterioration had imprisonment already inflicted on our bodies?
How had our senses, our sexuality, our language been modified?
What were the mechanisms of daily life in prison that produced
this violent transformation of the body?
In those days a troubling story reached our ears through the
prison grapevine: immediately after her arrest a woman had
suddenly stopped talking, then eating, and after a few days
had even lost the will to get out of bed. Amidst the general
indifference of the warders and the other inmates, she was
found dead by chance during a search of her cell. For this
convict incarceration had proved damaging and lethal right from
the start. Prison had not waited ten years to make its weight
felt. This event raised a new question: how is it that imprisoned
people don’t die? The ones who don’t commit suicide or simply
fade away: what vital resources do they draw upon to keep

Nicola Valentino

themselves going from day to day?
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We decided not to let these questions drop, and since many of

After many months of work we came to the conclusion that the

the inmates of that section had experience of long detention,

accounts we had collected and the joint reflections that had

we thought we would start to assemble a collection of

emerged from them ought to be opened up to a wider social

accounts of our own and others’ experiences. In that prison

communication. We chose to call this publication Nel bosco di

it was only possible to socialise for a few hours and in small

Bistorco (In the Wood of Bisturco),1 borrowing the title of
an old fairy story. It seemed to us that, just as in a wood,
it was possible for people to lose themselves forever in the
experience of imprisonment, or to find themselves again.

groups. We used that time to collect stories on the problems
caused by detention. We calculated that only by exchanging
experiences would we be able to find the answers to our
questions. So we organised a research group within the section
on the systems of the prison institution, starting with stories

However we also realised that even though the research needed

that had made an impression on us or that had an urgent bearing

to be published, this did not mean it was complete. The work

on our daily lives. Through correspondence this collection was

that we had carried out could only be considered one stage in

extended to other prisons. We even got in touch with people in

a process of social consciousness-raising that was perpetually

mental hospitals and psychiatric secure units, and with people

unfinished and open to new stimuli. It was partly for this

working for their replacement by something better.

reason that, together with other people (social researchers
and cultural operators who had participated in our work from

All institutions of incarceration have many things in common.

outside prison), we founded the cooperative Sensibili alle Foglie

An account of the experience of prison can be given greater

(Sensitive to the Leaves) in 1990.

meaning if compared with a story coming from a psychiatric
institution or a concentration camp; this was even truer when

The research we had begun also had to be considered

the story told concerned the resources that the groups of

incomplete because, on close examination, each social

inmates used to survive. When accounts of experiences also

institution can have its own systems of control and authority

began to arrive in the form of drawings and paintings, as well

that demean the identity of the people who are subjected to

as poems, autobiographies, diaries and descriptions of dreams,

them, even depriving them of the possibility of having an active

we realised that, notwithstanding the limitations on and

influence on institutional processes, of initiating change. For

conditioning of expression that the institution of confinement

this reason the collective mode of narration and analysis of the

imposes, the experience could be expressed through the most

institution that we had tried out in detention has, over the

diverse languages. These paintings, manuscripts and drawings

years, turned into an instrument that is now also used by

were used to form a documentary archive of the collective work

groups of people who feel the need to produce an account

of research, which had by now extended its exploration to all

of the institution in which they live or work that differs from

those institutions defined as total in the sense of removing
people from the social context in which they live, stripping them
of all power and exercising complete control over their lives.

1. Renato Curcio, Stefano Petrelli and Nicola Valentino,
Nel bosco di Bistorco, Sensibili alle foglie. Tivoli,
2nd edition, 1999.
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the self-celebratory view every institution presents of itself.

sensitivity, were written in just such a blind alley. In fact they

The methodology developed by Sensibili alle Foglie has been

appear in one of the sixteen notebooks that a woman called

adopted in recent years to describe and analyse psychiatric

Carla, with experience of both mental hospital and prison,

institutions, hospitals, schools, homes for the elderly and

handed over to the cooperative with a decisive annotation:

the disabled, the modern ghettoes constructed for the Roma

‘Writing them, I was able to improve my health in that blood was

community, companies in the large-scale retail trade, the

no longer circulating in my person and at times not even light.’

working conditions of immigrants and the life on the street into

Right from the start a research unit to which we gave the name

which foreign minors and young people in Italy are forced. Each

survival and resistance used by the people subjected to them.

Archive of Writings, Scripts and Irritated Art was set up within
the Sensibili alle Foglie cooperative to work on the collection
and utilisation for social and cultural purposes of those
expressive languages that, like Carla’s sixteen notebooks, are
the fruit of a vital necessity, of an urgent need to recount
and communicate.

An Archive of Writings, Scripts and Irritated Art

So far six hundred creative works by institutionalised people

of the publications Sensibili alle Foglie has brought out on these
researches examines the conflicts and tensions that pervade
the daily life of these institutions, the often veiled mechanisms
of control that characterise them and the strategies of

have been collected. They have been produced by a hundred
The researchers into primitive scripts who have investigated

different authors, whose creative experiences are related

the origin of the sign, of art and of conceptuality have noted

to precise institutional contexts: life imprisonment, death

that the production of signs and symbols has been

row, prison, psychiatric secure units, various other forms of

concentrated in the places where humanity has encountered

psychiatric institution, concentration camps and old people’s

obstacles. Whenever human beings arrived at these thresholds,

homes. In addition to works by ‘incarcerated’ people, the

at such limits as oceans and mountain barriers, whenever they

archive has collected accounts by those who have been pushed

found themselves at dead ends like these they felt the need

into the margins, migrants and the ‘homeless’, who through the

for a production of symbols, as if this would allow them to

resource of self-expression resist the fate of invisibility that

cross that boundary. This metaphor gives rise to a

has been imposed on them.

consideration: when people find themselves with their backs to
the wall and with no way out, they are able to invent new

The collection is made up of manuscripts, in the form of diaries,

possibilities of meaning, new horizons for the imagination.

autobiographical accounts, poetic fragments and imaginary

‘Those who are sensitive can ruin themselves, they can die. I am

stories, as well as drawings and paintings, realised on the most

sensitive to leaves...’

diverse media: for instance, one work donated to the archives
is written on a roll of toilet paper, and others on the first

These words, from which the cooperative took its name,

paper to come to hand; the pictures are painted not only on

and which expand in a surprising way the imagery of human

traditional canvas, but also on sheets and pieces of cloth
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that are issued in prisons and mental hospitals, on the wood of

monitored, most of the time obstructed and frequently

cupboards and cabinets, on the doors. One of the works that

belittled, when not actually regarded, from a certain

the archive shows at its travelling exhibitions is the door of a

psychiatric and criminological perspective, as signs confirming

mental hospital painted by the inmate Giuseppe Tradii.

the presence of mental illness or criminal deviance.

In extreme situations, any kind of medium can be used

For twenty years the archive has been working, mainly through

for creative purposes. This happens both because of the

travelling exhibitions, to promote the use of the creative

limitations on the materials available and because the adoption

productions that have been collected as cultural assets.

of a particular language is not dictated by the author’s desire

If the act of creation represents for people who carry it

to produce a work, but stems above all from a vital necessity

out a last resource to keep themselves alive, for society

that cares little about the end product and much more about

the symbolic worlds that are created constitute meaningful

the urgency of its realisation.

documents that bring transparency to the institutional
contexts in which they are produced. In addition, they reveal

These works are presented by the archive as ir-ritated forms

one of the principal functions of creativity: the possibility it

of expression, in reference to the etymological meaning hidden

offers human beings to be positively surprised by themselves.

in the word, which signifies outside the ritual. In fact they take
the people who create them, for the time needed to create
them, to a symbolic elsewhere outside the distressing rituals
of the institution in which they are confined. For the author who
creates it this symbolic elsewhere is also a space of freedom
and identity, as well as a moment of self-determined time,
wrested from the organisation of daily life over-determined
by the institution.
These languages can also be considered irritated in relation
to the institutions that codify knowledge and culture. The
authors do not care about the rules of ‘good writing’, of
grammar and syntax, or about aesthetic canons. Most of the
people who produce these works know nothing of these rules
and these canons, expressing other cultural forms.
Spontaneous and self-determined creative activities are
not at all encouraged in total institutions. They are always
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IL MUSEO DELL’ARTE CONTEMPORANEA
ITALIANA IN ESILIO
(The Museum of Contemporary Italian
Art in Exile)

The invention (or discovery) of the unconscious and the
definition that Freudian psychoanalytic theory has given to
this conceptual entity have in many ways radically changed the
Western way of thinking. It is not just a matter of acceptance
of the existence of a psychic reality outside the conscious
mind, not knowable and yet inner, other but one’s own. Relevant
too is the application of concepts that relate the physical or
economic sciences to this ambivalent and obscure reality; hence
the evaluation of libidinal energy in terms of investments and
counter-investments, according to a system of equivalences,
phenomena of action-and-reaction, as well as the study of the
ways in which these movements of energy act on the individual,
on his or her conscious thought, physiology, body. Freud’s socalled ‘economic’ hypothesis presupposes, when applied to the
unconscious, a sort of paradoxical – but rigorous – balancing
by which an investment of energy intended to result in the
suppression of a given content (‘repression’) is matched by an
equal and opposite mechanism that, sooner or later, through
the filter of some mental transformation (‘conversion’,
‘sublimation’, ‘dream-work’, etc.), brings that content back
to the surface in forms that are no longer equivalent, and are
therefore unrecognisable. The more libidinal energy the ‘thing’
to be concealed has, and the more unacceptable it is, the more
work is required for its repression, and the more energetically
intense the reappearance of the thing itself, transformed,
to the consciousness or the body. Starting out from these
premises, the work of analysis typically becomes a slow and
difficult retracing of steps towards an understanding of the
mode of transformation, towards identification of the ‘thing’
and the acceptance and working-through of the possibly painful
or embarrassing contents connected with it.

Cesare Pietroiusti, Alessandra Meo, Mattia Pellegrini, Davide Ricco
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These conceptual premises, which in Freudian theory hold good

activities, outside the circuits of the mass media. The research

at the level of the individual, when transferred in some way to

is being done in areas of hardship and social marginality, in

the level of the community, are what lies at the root of the

psychiatric, penitentiary and rehabilitative institutions in

initiative of the Museum of Contemporary Italian Art in Exile.

general, but also takes a look at isolated, eccentric, borderline
figures who devote themselves to bizarre, undefined activities,

The strategy of the ‘society of the spectacle’ and of politics

and who are perhaps known only to small communities (a village,

as show business, currently triumphant in Italy, consists

a neighbourhood, a social group).

in emptying out and concealing, through an inflationary
methodology of all-encompassing media coverage, the contents

Particular attention will be paid to artists who, either by

and meaning of culture and politics. Presenting as ‘culture’

choice or because they have been driven out, operate outside

what perverts it into make-believe. Presenting as ‘politics’ the

the circuits of the system of contemporary Italian art. The

obliteration of any political thinking. And exhibiting as ‘art’ a

intent is also to explore areas of scientific or para-scientific

mise-en-scène that in effect conceals art.

research, political activism or semi-religious practice, in
particular those that are expressed in forms that cannot

The more evident and pervasive this mechanism of concealment

be standardised or defined within disciplinary or ideological

becomes, the more the meaning is hidden, but at the same time

paradigms or set rituals.

diffused and ‘charged’ with the very energy that has been
used to hide it. While the so-called ‘contemporary art system’

In the first phase, the research consisted simply of a request,

in Italy presents itself as a growing phenomenon, with a great

sent by e-mail to numerous Italian artists, curators, writers

increase in interest on the part of the public, especially the

and intellectuals, asking them to recommend people or groups

young, this self-celebration in the media tends not to leave

that might potentially be included in the Museum. The responses

room for critical voices, i.e. for contents not acceptable

received from this informal network represent a first base from

to institutional consciousness and not in keeping with the

which the work group is moving.

obligatory euphoria. As a consequence – this is our working
hypothesis – the production of art has moved away from its

We believe that the exploration in search of works, places

appointed settings, from the places where it is expected, and

and personalities relevant to the project should be carried

hidden itself in a sort of cultural unconscious, in recesses that

out everywhere in the country and on a regional basis. The

become less visible the more numerous they are.

methodology we propose is that of a series of workshops – to
be organised at a local level with the help of small or medium-

The Museum of Contemporary Italian Art in Exile intends to

sized institutions or organisations – subdivided into three

promote, on a geographical basis and throughout the territory

phases: presentation, research in the field and reporting back.

of Italy, a research aimed at identifying individuals or groups
that are carrying out surprising, unorthodox creative
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In the first phase, lasting a day or two, a get-to-know-each-

presentations of the Museum’s collection and material will take

other meeting between the participants and the curators of

place abroad.

the project will be followed by a presentation of the latter
through a discussion of the themes that it intends to tackle:

The Museum will have an advisory board that meets regularly,

analysis of the contemporary art system in Italy, the concept

an artistic director, a technical and administrative director, a

of exile, investigation of different forms of marginality in

person with secretarial duties and a press office.

artistic productions. The works acquired for the collection
of the Museum up until the time of the meeting will also be

The works to be included in the collection could be offered for

illustrated, along with a selection of the suggestions received.

sale to collectors or enthusiasts, on condition of an indefinite
or other form of long-term loan.

During the debate over the works presented, the participants
will be invited to identify the peculiarities of local artistic or

Exile as ‘point of departure for an unknown “elsewhere”, by

cultural production, with a view to establishing the directions

definition open to any possibility’.1 This is the interpretation

research in the field might take.

that Vera Linhartová gives to voluntary exile, as the free
choice of a condition outside the pre-established order.

The phase of exploration will last for a couple of months, during
which the participants will keep in contact with the group of

‘For María Zambrano the long period of exile from Spain,

curators, in part to communicate and share any doubts and

from 1939 to 1984, was something “sacred”, “ineffable”: a

uncertainties, of content or method, that might arise.

“circumstance” which she could not renounce, as exile is “an
inescapable condition of human life”. The exile lives without

At the end of the research, the various teams will present

having a place to live in, existing in a sort of primordial

the results of the work carried out at a new meeting. On the

dynamism and remaining on the margins of history, “without a

basis of the data brought back the criteria of selection will be

historical location”, because he or she is “now stripped of

discussed as well, case by case, as the most suitable ways of

everything” and exposed to the inclemency of the weather like

collaborating with the people they have encountered during the

“someone who is being born”.’2 A nomadic exile, as subterranean

work in the field, and of including the works, or other material

current that undermines the illusions of the system in search of

gathered, in the overall project.

a new dimension, ‘a measure of the world and his own existence

The Museum of Contemporary Italian Art in Exile will have its
physical location outside Italy. Rather than being based in a
single place, however, it will take the form of a travelling entity
that could be hosted by a number of other museum institutions,

1. Vera Linhartová, ‘Pour une ontologie de l’exil’, speech at
the conference Paris-Prague, Intellectuels en Europe,
Paris, 10 December 1993.

organisations or associations. In any case, all the public

2. Maria Mercede Ligozzi, ‘L’esiliato e l’apolide nel pensiero
di Hanna Arendt e di María Zambrano’, in Rivista di filosofia,
new series, no. 1, 2006, p. 225.
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outside the habits that to some extent protect us in so far

It is an idea of moving, of getting away, of not letting itself be

as they take us away from the world’.

found, either physically or mentally.

3

Taking a tactical approach, we are trying to gather forms on

Not a physical object, static and bounded by walls, but an

the edge so as to explore the recesses of structures and

interweaving of ideas that does not just move physically but is

bring to the surface an autonomy that does not fall within the

in a constant state of becoming, without a fixed geographical

empire of the predictable. Autonomy ‘not as isolation of art in

and historical abode.

an ivory tower, and not even as neutrality or refusal to engage
politically with the problems of the age’,4 but on the contrary

With ‘a squint, ready to see what is happening on the sidelines’,

as freedom to act without conditioning and opportunity of

the project of the Museum in Exile tries to broaden the field

understanding in order to give space to and listen to an almost

of vision to take in marginal places, focusing not so much

inexpressible extraneousness.

on the sad and bitter flavour of the excluded but on the
characteristic of the exile who models and spreads around

This is the context and the premises from which the project

disturbing situations that can function, for others too, as

of the Museum of Contemporary Italian Art in Exile arises.

mirrors of consciousness.

A nomadic observation post, a sensitive map of the current
state of affairs with a gaze that starts out from zero and

Potentially the marginalised, perhaps aware of being able

goes in search of new frontiers, in an Italy that is a land of the

to ‘save’ themselves despite being ‘imprisoned’, as Giuliano

marginal, the provincial, the misunderstood, of people in whom

Nannipieri puts it, are able to turn their condition of non-

mediocrity and brilliance at times incomprehensibly coexist.

belonging into a daily exercise of freedom. Interpreter of a
rupture and a ‘real’ contradiction, what appears inarticulate

By choice this project brings into question definitions of

becomes in this way not just an expression of hardship,

discipline and statute, attempting to go beyond the artificial

suffering or impotence, but testimony to an unconditioned

and standardised screens of the ‘appointed’ spaces (always

possibility.

subject to control) and beyond the schemes of ‘communication’
(always predictable), where freedom of action and thought

In his absolute and indispensable uniqueness, with a language

is paradoxically suppressed in the very territory where it is

that is uncorrupted precisely because it cannot be separated

claimed that it should emerge.

from his personal problems, ‘the artist is always and truly a
meeting of two and naturally can be a sort of society’;5 a work

3. Franco Rella, Dall’esilio. La creazione artistica come
testimonianza. Milan: Feltrinelli, 2004, p. 52.
4. Attilio Marcolli, L’Immagine-Azione Comunicazione.
Florence: Sansoni Editore, 1982, p. 179.

5. Harald Szeemann, in Stefano Chiodi and Bartolomeo
Pietromarchi (eds.), Prototipi: Laboratorio di cultura
artistica contemporanea. Rome: Luca Sossella Editore,
2004, p. 154.
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in his own right, a unique specimen that does not intimidate
but reinforces the intention of this project, which grows in
its adaptation to the artists and not the other way round, in
finding case by case the most suitable modes of dialogue and
collaboration.
Moving on the borderline between artistic operation and
curatorial action and attempting to make use of an institutional
system and at the same time of the concept of art project,
the Museum in Exile owes a debt of spiritual dialogue to the
great artists and curators who have radically and freely
reformulated the concept of museum in the past, from Jean
Dubuffet with the Foyer and then the Compagnie de l’Art Brut
(1947–48) to Marcel Broodthaers with his Musée d’art modern.
Département des aigles (1968–72), Martin Kippenberger with his
MoMAS (Museum of Modern Art Syros, 1993) and obviously Harald
Szeemann and his Museum of Obsessions.
According to Szeemann, ‘only crackpots can guarantee the
vitality of artistic expression, because without their faith in
a spiritual space, in which they place signs and symbols that
for them signify the world, there is no way for art to get
out of the ghetto of commentary and information’.6 These
considerations and visions are starting points and sources of
inspiration for the project of the Museum in Exile.

6. Harald Szeemann, ‘Museo delle ossessioni. Proposta per
una mostra nell’Accademia delle Arti di Berlino’, in Lucrezia De
Domizio Durini, Harald Szeemann. Il Pensatore Selvaggio.
Milan: Silvana Editoriale, 2005, p. 174.
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Ezechiele Leandro. Santuario della Pazienza, San Cesario di Lecce, 2010

The Sanctuary of Patience
The Santuario della Pazienza, or Sanctuary of Patience, created at San Cesario
di Lecce by the artist Ezechiele Leandro (1905–1981) in the sixties and
seventies, is a garden filled with statues made of cement, fragments of
pottery and salvaged material. It is a place of an uncommon expressive force,
enchanting and poignant as a whole and in its details. A sort of horror vacui
holds sway there, perceptible even in the expressions that Ezechiele succeeded
in giving his creatures. His experience as an autodidact, and the isolation and
oblivion into which his work has fallen, undoubtedly make him an artist ‘in exile’.
The Sanctuary is now in a dilapidated state, owing to the high cost of the
necessary works of conservation, and there is even a risk that it will be literally
demolished, perhaps to make room for the construction of a new block of flats.
In addition, the characteristics of this extraordinary example of artistic
expression outside the circuits (including those of the museums) make Ezechiele
Leandro’s work impossible to commercialise or turn into a tourist attraction, or
even pin down from a historical perspective.

Ezechiele Leandro. Crocifissione, detail from Santuario della Pazienza,
San Cesario di Lecce, 2010

Ezechiele Leandro. Santuario della Pazienza, San Cesario di Lecce, 2010
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Andrea Lanini was born in 1946 in Rome, where he lives and works.
Practicing invisibility as a lifestyle, protected by the anonymity of everyday
existence, Lanini takes an inattentive and predictable world by surprise with his
unexpected ‘urban invasions’. The artist destabilises the day-to-day perception
of the urban landscape by creating almost normal objects that he puts out
in the streets of Rome at night. Ironic and provocative, he wants to produce
the effect of a sort of ‘apparition’. Right from the start Lanini has sought
‘to strip art of that halo of sacred and conventional authority that runs the
risk of handing it over entirely to a preformed perception’. The idea of an art
without an ‘aura’ and of distracted perception induces the artist to create
dissonances in the body of the city. The concept of disappearance of the work
already widely present in the contemporary panorama and with a strongly antimercantilist bias, not to speak of its metalinguistic character, is perhaps the
most radical aspect of the whole operation. ‘The idea that a work wears out and
dies, abandoned in the city, and returns into the darkness whence it came is a
fine metaphor for existence...’
Lastly Lanini shows a desire to remain anonymous to cut the work loose of
biographical references.

Andrea Lanini. Croce stradale (Street
cross), via del Muro Torto, Rome, 1991
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Andrea Lanini. Triangelu,
piazzale Cervantes, Rome, 1981

Fausto Delle Chiaie was born in Rome in 1944.
He burst onto the art scene through the back door. By means of a series of
actions-insertions-donations, he succeeded in smuggling his works into the
venues of art. Since then his research has led him to define his work as something
inspired by and integrated into urban space.
Every day, late in the morning, it is possible to attend the opening of his
‘Open-Air Museum’, of which he is ‘the attendant, the curator, the haulier, the
organiser, the promoter, the director, the work itself’. It was in 1989 that
Fausto chose an area in Piazza Augusto Imperatore, which now also houses the
new, monumental Museum of the Ara Pacis. Setting himself up against one of the
symbols of the ‘art system’, with which he plays hide-and-seek, he made this
location a source of inspiration and motivation for the work of art, proposing
a different way of being an artist. His works, which come to life in the place
and from the place, are born out of the transformation of abandoned objects,
discarded materials, ‘leftovers of consumer civilisation’ that track down in the
everyday the possibilities of cultural survival.

Fausto Delle Chiaie. Meglio di niente (Better than
Nothing), piazza Augusto Imperatore, Rome, 2010
Fausto Delle Chiaie. Posto al centro (Placed at the
centre), piazza Augusto Imperatore, Rome, 2010
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Giuliano Nannipieri is a poet and philosopher from Livorno, and a primary-school
teacher. Over the years he has devoted himself to artistic parasitism, carrying
out unauthorised actions at institutions like the Centro Pecci in Prato and the
Venice Biennale.
Recently his research has been based on the concept of ‘paying to exist’.
The formal reverence of the first encounter disappears, its place taken by a
non-sense, at the moment in which we ourselves become the paid protagonists
and spectators of his daily performance. With a freedom liberated from any
explanation and any objective, Giuliano overwhelms us with his disquiet and the
density of his thoughts, which are revealed to be an indivisible whole, with a
total adherence between their essence and their propagation, a heuristic way
of coming up with unprecedented existential solutions. The roles are reversed
– Giuliano pays for the opportunity to act. ‘My sensation is that of living, of
existing. It is our dreams, the way we live, that can give a meaning to art. I pay
to exist, I pay to be heard.’
Everything that happens and comes to life with him can turn into discourse,
into a text that permits repetition of the action-performance. ‘Words can’t
be bought, they are accessible to all. Words are also evocative, they are
abstractions of reality. The sounds in which they are articulated correspond
to a mental image, they speak to us of something that is absent to our eyes.
Language is born precisely from the need to communicate what is happening
elsewhere, what has happened at another time.’
His written messages should be considered, to all intents and purposes, works
like his performances.

Yesterday. I received your telephone call, which was a pleasure: you ask me
for some digitised photos; so let us consider that documentation in the end
becomes a work and documentation of the documentation a work in its turn.
For me the ‘electronic’ remains an object of inquiry rather than an instrument.
Moreover, if it is, like me, out of place, there must be a reason for it (such as
the distrust or frailty that becomes, over time, rigidity, and that takes on,
on the defensive exoskeleton, the reflexes of paranoia and the traits of antipathy). So I am thinking of sending you two virtual works, virtual because they
are to yet to be imagined and thus virtuous – it is the reasons for being outside
(and this is biography) that make me like this:
– the first is an image that shows me transfixed by a large pin, fixed like a beetle
(although I’m fat and hairy), onto a support, in a showcase, in a large collection,
lined up among many others (by the entomologist).
– in the second, perhaps more melancholic one (taken from a video), on the other
hand, you see me ringed, or rather while I’m being ‘banded’, that is while they are
putting a tag around my ankle or a wrist (or perhaps an ear), like an endangered
bird or some other animal that needs to be protected.
I sympathise. I myself have contributed to such, perhaps more taxidermic
practices, by defending last year a thesis (third work after the images) on
myself, entitled ‘From the body to the corpus and back again – myself with and
without a “net” – practices of construction of memory / history as publicity
and restoration of the performance’, in which – starting out from documents on
line about me and not posted by me – I try to recount the processes of making
oneself visible to the universe of communication and the dynamics of staying
there, linking them to socioeconomic mechanisms that often reduce us to
entities of an advertising nature; with the masochistic and obsessive-ingenuous
desire to ‘save myself’ by being ‘imprisoned’, banded, pinned, stacked. Warm
regards.
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A WORK, WHICH IS NOT OF ART?

When French artist Jean Dubuffet formed La Compagnie de

l’art brut1 in 1947 along with writers André Breton and Jean
Paulhan (among others), and the same year put together his
first exhibition – in the basement of the René Drouin gallery
in Paris – of the works he had started to collect, for the
most part in Switzerland, from 1945 onward, the period was
arguably a hothouse for ‘secret societies’. In 1947 Isidore
Isou established ‘Lettrism’ as a new artistic movement and,
championed by Paulhan and Raymond Queneau, published his
Introduction à une nouvelle poésie et à une nouvelle musique2
with Gallimard. Queneau was also involved in founding the Collège
de Pataphysique, established to commemorate the fiftieth
anniversary of Alfred Jarry’s 1898 publication, Gestes et
opinions du Docteur Faustroll, pataphysicien.3 Although the
three organisations may not have had a great deal in common,
their concurrent emergence in postwar Paris was born of a
shared necessity: a rejection of the conventions and fashions
of the mainstream art world, an appeal for a generalised
regrounding of artistic values, and a quest for radical
otherness – in a city marked by intellectual fossilisation since
the prewar years. In 1947 and at forty-eight years of age,
Dubuffet held his first exhibition while, hitherto, his artistic
practice had always developed at the margins of his flourishing
business activities. The notion of ‘Art Brut’, or ‘Raw Art’,
became crucial to Dubuffet, thus conveying his ambivalence
vis-à-vis the literary and artistic circles, which were
nevertheless the circles in which he moved. In a manifesto
text, ‘L’art brut préféré aux arts culturels’, he defines his
understanding of Art Brut: ‘We understand by this term works

1. The Company of Art Brut.

François Piron
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2. Introduction to a New Poetry and a New Music.
3. Exploits and Opinions of Dr Faustroll, Pataphysician.
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produced by persons unscathed by artistic culture, where

context. André Breton had also collected spirit paintings

mimicry plays little or no part (contrary to the activities of

and ‘raw’ works, which he housed in his rue Fontaine office,

intellectuals). These artists derive everything – subjects,

but for him they continued to carry the initial charm of the

choice of materials, means of transposition, rhythms, styles

‘found object’. Where Paul Klee sees the primacy of a visionary

of writing, etc. – from their own depths, and not from the

approach in the productions of the mentally ill, Dubuffet, as

conceptions of classical or fashionable art. We are witness

Hal Foster notes,5 projects instead a primordial transgression:

here to a completely pure artistic operation, raw, brute,

less an art in the original state than an outsideness, a non-

and entirely reinvented in all of its phases solely by means of

compliance with the canons and fashions of professional fine

the artist’s own impulses. It is thus an art that manifests

art. Foster rightly underscores that, in so doing, Dubuffet

an unparalleled inventiveness, unlike cultural art, with its

applies a modernist reading grid to Art Brut, where primacy

chameleon and monkey-like aspects.’4

is given to invention and to challenging the symbolic order.
In the same movement, the very terms Dubuffet employs

The tone is vindictive, a retaliation against those sections

establish a hierarchy: ouvrages (works) rather than œuvres

of the cultural field whose conventions he decries, while the

(artworks), made by personnes (persons) rather than ‘artists’.

image he inscribes of the producer of Art Brut, as an impulsive

Still, Dubuffet’s idealisation, in which Art Brut is presented

creator, mainly conveys an idealised conception of the avant-

as some kind of parallel avant-garde, maintains its authors

garde artist, concerned with breaks and innovation. So many

in an ‘incomparable’ margin, a protection whose flip side is an

notions that, in retrospect, can surely only strike one as

unintended form of ostracism – a segregation with arbitrary

being entirely alien to creators living in conditions of isolation,

and shifting contours.

whether physical and/or mental.
Between the 1950s and the opening of the Musée de l’Art Brut
Yet giving a name to a set of productions made at the

in Lausanne in 1976, while the collection was being shown in a

margins of the cultural networks (in mental asylums, but also

private pavilion made available by Gallimard, then relocated

autodidactic practices performed in private contexts and,

to the United States, and finally returned to Paris after

indeed, most often in solitude) as Dubuffet did, was certainly

the latter project failed, Dubuffet was constantly creating

no lesser achievement. He was admittedly not the first to show

sub-categories to include and exclude certain productions,

an interest in the art of the mentally ill, and was familiar with

principally by way of a biographical screening of the producers

the collection Hans Prinzhorn put together at the Heidelberg

of Art Brut for proven connections to the ‘cultural world’.

hospital in the 1920s, but the interpretive grid he applies

Sixty years on, one of the consequences of Art Brut’s

shifts them from the sole confines of the mental health

establishment as a category is that there is a substantial

4. Jean Dubuffet, ‘Art Brut in Preference to the Cultural
Arts’, Paul Foss and Allen S. Weiss (trans.), in Art & Text,
no. 27, December–February 1988, pp. 30–33.

5. Hal Foster, ‘Blinded Insights: On the Modernist
Reception of the Art of the Mentally Ill’, in October,
no. 97, MIT Press, summer 2001, pp. 3–30.
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divide between the so-called contemporary art world and the

respect, the patronising character of a symptomatic reading

‘Raw Art’ or ‘Outsider Art’ world that has gradually developed

may deny the autonomy of the work or the author’s intention,

over the last decades, with its own market, collectors, forms

it is also important to consider the creation of the notion

of speculation, critics and internal quarrels. At best, a kind of

of Art Brut in light of the problematisation of the very idea of

ignorance may prevail between the two fields, that is, when it

madness – notably by Michel Foucault – that developed

does not develop into a form of mutual hostility that relegates

alongside a structuralist conception of language articulated

the two fields to their respective horizons of expectation

around ‘the death of the author’, which essentially refers to

and conventions. From the perspective of the Art Brut world

the death of the work. ‘Hence, too,’ writes Foucault, ‘that

inscribed within Dubuffet’s orthodox framework, the main

strange proximity between madness and literature, which ought

defect of ‘official’ art is its lack of authenticity. Reciprocally,

not be taken in the sense of a relation of common psychological

modern artists and theoreticians have a marked distaste for

parentage now finally exposed. Once uncovered as a language

any adjective that might be affixed to the term ‘art’, which is

silenced by its superposition upon itself, madness neither

ultimately far more sacred than one would imagine.

manifests nor narrates the birth of a work (or of something
that, by genius or by chance, could have become a work); it

One of the primary factors of the hostility towards Art Brut lies

outlines an empty form from where this work comes, in other

in the latter’s strong emphasis on the biographical, the works of

words, the place from where it never ceases to be absent,

its sometimes tragic producers often being read as symptoms.

where it will never be found because it had never been located

6

there to begin with.’7 More than any other, the Art Brut work
Paradoxically, the lives of Art Brut artists are often much

lends itself to such an excavation, which it cannot resist; if it

lesser known than those of artists in general. They are

turns out to be an infinitely malleable material, it is indeed

‘infamous men’, to quote Michel Foucault, and as such their

because it literally has no author.

existence tends only to be deemed worthy of attention if
they happen to stray from the path of normality and as a

Herein lies Art Brut’s singular contribution to the

result become the object of law enforcement: incarceration

contemporary reception of the work of art: contrary to a

or internment.

strong tendency in twentieth-century art to champion the
artist over the work, if not the artist without works even, Art

Yet interestingly, both fields seem to unanimously deny the

Brut ultimately proposes works without artists. The point here

status of ‘artwork’ to Art Brut productions. While, in one

is not to once again relegate to anonymity the authors of art
productions as has frequently been the case, including when
Harald Szeemann dedicated a room of his documenta V to works

6. Still, in parallel, one could also question the extent
to which the biographical played a no less crucial part in
establishing artistic mythologies, whether consciously
constructed, as with Joseph Beuys or Andy Warhol, or
construed retrospectively, as with Bas Jan Ader or Eva Hesse.

7. Michel Foucault, ‘Madness, the Absence of Work’,
Peter Stastny and Deniz Sengel (trans.), in Critical
Inquiry, winter 1995, pp. 290–98.
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from the Heidelberg collection. Quite the opposite, the point is

the mental asylum not only is there an imperative to

to state that, rather than an overemphasis on biography, what

reconstruct a meaning, a logic, but, moreover, to piece a life

we have with an Art Brut work is a lack of information that puts

back together by one’s own means, in a movement that also

the viewer in a face-to-face, unmediated encounter with the

involves resisting the daily reality to which the patient is

artwork. Take the case of Helene Reimann, for instance, of whom

subjected. For certain Art Brut works, Christophe Boulanger

a hundred or so drawings have been preserved. We know she

suggests the notion of ‘counter-space’,9 the construction of a

was diagnosed with schizophrenia, that she was interned at the

work that constitutes an interface between author and

Bayreuth psychiatric hospital towards the end of the 1940s,

environment, acting as a communication vector, or even an

and that she died there in the 1980s. And we know that before

exchange currency, while at the same time being a form of

the war she worked in a clothes shop. Nothing more, or barely,

protection, a shield against a sometimes insurmountable reality.

and nothing that in any way could provide a specific explanation

In most cases, the Art Brut work is conceived as much as the

for drawings in which she traces, with a ruler, domestic

avoidance of a life experience as something created out of a

interiors, furniture and objects (clothes, shoes) where the

desire to communicate, and related to a public, whatever that

body is most often absent, like clothes patterns with their flat

public might be, even if it is confined to a psychiatrist. Agnès

perspectives. Drawings in which figures sporadically emerge: a

Richter’s hospital gown, created towards the end of the

dog, an angular and androgynous face, a hand with fingers as

nineteenth century and preserved in the Prinzhorn Collection,

sharp as knives. The same motifs are repeated and modulated:

is adorned with embroidered sentences making up so many

the somatic interpretation gives way to a perception whereby

illegible autobiographical fragments.

Reimann, the person, totally fades out of her work, and the
work of memory conflates with the creation of a world that

Here the blurring of ornament, clothing and protection

runs parallel to everyday experience, but here creation is also

constitutes the counter-space, both rigorously individual and a

an attempt to rationalise this world and experience.

tool for communication, transfiguring and empowering the woman
who wears it through a magical mode of thought.

At odds with Dubuffet’s transgressive projection, Hal Foster
offers a contrapuntal reading of the Art Brut work: ‘Far from

It is doubtlessly in its reduction to the most basic necessities

avant-gardist in its revolt against artistic convention and

that Art Brut can inform us about art: in its very bareness,

symbolic order, psychotic representation attests to a frantic

it points up the notion that, before being of art, the work

desire to reinstate convention, to reinvent order, which the

carries a use value, represents a tool for its author, a vehicle,

psychotic feels to be broken and so in desperate need of

a form that renders the world intelligible. Producers of Art

repair or replacement. In short, the obsessive elaborations of

Brut have been described as ‘singular’ – a paradoxical way of

this art are not made to break the symbolic order; on the
contrary, they are made in its breach.’8 In the day to day of
8. Hal Foster, op. cit.

9. Christophe Boulanger, ‘Capital d’absence’, in Habiter
poétiquement, exhibition catalogue, Villeneuve d’Ascq:
LAM, 2010.
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alienating them even more from the world in which they struggle
to exist and operate. Quite the contrary, their singularity
signals a field where practices take precedence over their
authors and works are of equal concern to those who make
them and those who behold them.
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The Death of the Audience
Or The Professional OutsideR
Extract of a conversation between
Pierre Bal-Blanc and Elisabeth Lebovici
PARIS, AUTUMN 2009

The integrality of this conversation will be published
in VER SACRUM The Death of The Audience edited
by Secession and CAC Brétigny in 2011.
This interview first appeared in
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/113

PB-B: Let’s have a look at the invitation card for the exhibition,1
which adopts the character of a funeral invitation. The death
of the audience is announced, a specific date and time given: 2
July 2009, 7 pm. The audience is invited to its own funeral. The
card thus participates in a ritual as redefined in Anna Halprin’s
movement patterns (Ceremony of Us, 1969) or Michel Journiac’s
Messe pour un corps (1969): it performs to the audience. But
this was not our original title for the exhibition – it emerged
in the course of the curatorial process. The original working
title for the show was The Professional Outsider. By using this
paradoxical expression, I wished to allude to such self-defining
notions of the artist as ‘spy’ or ‘Incidental Person’ as suggested
by Gianni Pettena and John Latham, respectively, who are both
featured in the show. These notions echo strategies in recent
1. ‘Death of the Audience’ was an exhibition curated by Pierre
Bal-Blanc in the Secession in Vienna, from 3 July to 30 August
2009, the participating artists were: Rasheed Araeen, Bernard
Bazile, Robert Breer, Carlo Quartucci e Carla Tato, Eduardo
Costa, Josef Dabernig, DANS.KIAS/Saskia Hölbling/Odile Duboc,
Anna Halprin, Lawrence Halprin, Sanja Ivekovic’, Anna Molska/
Grzegorz Kowalski, Jiří Kovanda, Nicola L., David Lamelas, David
Medalla, Hans Walter Müller, Gianni Pettena, Walter Pfeiffer, Emilio
Prini, Goran Trbuljak, Isidoro Valcárcel Medina, Franz Erhard
Walther, Franziska & Lois Weinberger and works by Bernard
Aubertin, Cornelius Cardew, André du Colombier, Michel Journiac,
Yves Klein, Pierre Klossowski, Július Koller, Edward Krasin’ski, John
Latham, Piero Manzoni, Franz-Xaver Wagenschön. Secession,
Association of Visual Artists Vienna Secession, Friedrichstraße
12, 1010 Vienna.
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history that cut into institutional practices, movements, or

or academic conventions. So the idea was to reactivate the

artistic ‘parties’, strategies that position the artist through
specific cognitive means. These artists stand at a distance,

processes of professional marginals such as David Lamelas,
Franz Erhard Walther, Sanja Ivekovic’, Cornelius Cardew, Josef

they do not intersect with attempts at self-definition as anti-,

Dabernig, Michel Journiac, Jiří Kovanda, Nicola L, Edward Krasin’ski,

alter-, or neo-modern; they relate to the idea of being outside

or Bernard Bazile. These are all artists who were for the most

and also in between. To me, relying on these processes and

part left out of the dominant history and whose work involved

positions was a way of mirroring the rupture that founded the

a practice of the everyday and a reflection on shared common

Secession at the turn of the twentieth century, but through the

space, from the intimate to the monumental, albeit in very

marginal and yet positive notion of another rupture in the last

different ways.

quarter of the twentieth century, as well as to maybe further

Take André du Colombier, for instance, a French artist who is even

consider the question of what a rupture could be today.

less well known than those named above, an incredible character
who from the 1960s to the 1980s embodied a kind of late version

EL: But why use the notion of ‘rupture’? It has such a long

of Dada, but with a very precise and concentrated radicality. He

history in modernism – I remember being taught an avant-garde

invariably worked with ordinary people, not so much showing work

history of the twentieth century through Gaston Bachelard’s

as giving it, a bit like a neighbourhood poet, exchanging a piece

concept of a coupure épistémologique, the epistemological

of work for a packet of cigarettes, generally using the thread of

break associated with discontinuity in the history of science

rumour or the web of conversation. He used to call up artists or

but used in the arts to characterise the succession of

museum curators and turn the conversation into a work of art.

practices and movements. In the words of Clement Greenberg:

Colombier managed to represent a way of being marginal, of

‘The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of

staying on the border of exhibitions even while being well known in

characteristic methods of a discipline to criticize the discipline

the entire art scene.

itself, not in order to subvert it but in order to entrench it

In being effectively marginalised or in allowing themselves to

more firmly in its area of competence.’2 Until this notion fell

be marginalised by the art market or art institutions, these

apart in the post-industrial world. So why ‘rupture’? And why an

artists, from Rasheed Araeen to Goran Trbuljak, have each given

exhibition?

priority to a form of art that is a critical, concrete, daily
practice, which in turn has further aggravated their ‘offness’

PB-B: First, let us mention that the show is an answer to an

vis-à-vis the art scene. This is another reason for conducting

invitation extended by the Secession’s Board of Artists. I was

this exhibition project less as a museum show than as an attempt

asked to re-read the history of 1960s to 1980s art through the

to acknowledge what is particular about this way of situating

Secession, both as a building and as a manifesto, as a site and as

oneself professionally; for instance by making connections

an act of insurrection and insubordination against institutional

between the show and outside projects. These are quite
emblematic: for Rasheed Araeen it is the journal Third Text, which

2. Clement Greenberg, ‘Modernist Painting’, in Arts Yearbook 4,
1961, pp 103–8.

he sees as both a continuation and a theoretical basis for his
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artistic projects; other examples are Anna Halprin’s workshops

Arias, Margarita Paksa, and so forth, and was indeed known by

at Mountain Home Studio in Kentfield, California; Grzegorz

figures such as Lucy Lippard, who visited there in 1968. To

Kowalski’s role as an educator at the Academy of Fine Arts in

account for the present is of course to rethink its genealogy.

Warsaw; or Carlo Quartucci and Carla Tatò with Teatr’Arteria in

I have therefore applied the exclusion process to artists who

Rome. They all agreed for these projects to become part of the

represent avant-garde movements from the 1960s to the 1980s,

show itself. I am thinking also of the incredible Isidoro Valcárcel

focusing instead on those who deviated from these movements,

Medina, a Spanish artist who has been very influential for the

as did David Lamelas (with regard to Conceptual art), Emilio Prini

current generation, from Santiago Sierra to Dora García. He’s

(Arte Povera), Rasheed Araeen (Minimalism), Franz Erhard Walter

totally withdrawn from the professional world of art, and we

(performance), Robert Breer and David Medalla (kinetic art),

decided to present a part of his conceptual practice translated

Gianni Pettena (architettura radicale), Anna Halprin (postmodern

into architectural plans. His Museo de la ruina, for example, is

dance), Nicola L (feminist art) – those who, voluntarily or not,

a detailed map of a building constructed from self-degrading

strayed from the movements through which they would otherwise

materials and destined for entropy and disappearance.

have defined themselves as professional artists.
Secession, the exhibition-making machine, is permanently

EL: Isn’t there a long list of, as you call them, professional
marginals connected to every local art scene, appearing in

structured as a grid: orthogonality is the rule. From the first
room on, with Rasheed Araeen, Sanja Ivekovic’ and Robert Breer, I

globalised art exhibitions as something like normal exceptions,

introduced many pieces dealing with self-generating compositions

another oxymoron for an art world always searching for the

and/or playing with chance, which reflects a frequent tendency

limits of what can be explored and marketed?

during the 1960s: John Cage and so forth. But I excluded Cage
and took Cornelius Cardew, because Cardew was one of the first

PB-B: That’s the whole point of selecting artists for a show. To

Europeans to grasp not only the new American aesthetics of Cage

me, an exhibition means to exclude. Some say that an exhibition

or Morton Feldman but also its social and political implications.

is about selecting, about inclusion, but not for me. This principle

Cardew did not want to dictate how the score should be played

has enabled me to reassemble the pieces of a history that is

and was thus uninterested in laying down any rules that might

not a canonical one. In doing so, I’ve attempted to call our

inhibit the performers’ individual interpretations. The Scratch

reading of the present into question, as well as our capacity

Orchestra he founded in 1969, for example, was aimed at including

to conceive what our present is made of; like Conceptual art,

‘ordinary’ people in the practice of making music. In the 1970s he

which established its legend or its original moment without

would become engaged in a radical reconsideration of all his work

acknowledging what happened, for instance, at the Instituto

up to that time and adopt a Marxist-Leninist position, embracing

Torcuato Di Tella in Buenos Aires, although this experimental

the potential of the new opportunities offered by political

space was active in the 1960s and adopted dematerialised

militancy.3

practices following the input of Robert Jacoby, Eduardo Costa,
Raul Escari, David Lamelas, Roberto Plate, Alfredo Rodriguez
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3. See http://www.cacbretigny.com/inhalt/Cardew_Fenetre.html
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EL: Cardew’s constant repositioning of property in music quite

‘emancipated’.5 Either way, the roles change. To speak about the

easily brings us to the notion of the ‘death of the author’

death of the audience is also to ask whether the death of the

as announced by Roland Barthes in the same period. But as we

author ever occurred.

know, the author is less threatened around this time, and what
is called into question may be something closer to the ‘author

EL: That’s an important question, the one of failure, especially

function’ as described by Michel Foucault.4 After the crisis of

relating to the post-1968 years. Don’t you think there is also

the spectacle (Deleuze and Guattari, Guy Debord), after the

a vast feeling of disillusionment associated with the 1970s,

feminist call for a gendered questioning of spectatorship and

a decade ‘well furnished with historical disappointments and

the post-colonialist call to unveil the power relations behind

unfinished conflicts’, as Adrian Rifkin wrote in 2008 (about

these positions, the ‘death of the spectator’ arrives as a kind

Cardew, in fact), or a feeling that can challenge the melancholy

of mirror stage of the authorial. Would we do better to talk

we experience concerning this decade? And how can a show

about an ‘audience function’? And if the beholder’s function

embody these particular feelings or values?

is assumed by a certain type of visual production, defined by
institutional uses and practices that can be historicised, why

PB-B: By showing processes, not finished objects. Processes

should we then content ourselves with references from the

involve the notion of open form, not self-sufficiency and

1970s in order to understand today’s spectacle? Hasn’t the

fulfilment. It’s as simple as a glass of pure water, renewed every

spectacle changed in the globalised world – as part of the

day to be drunk (or not), as in Július Koller’s Glass Clean Water

worldwide development of an institutional branding and biennial

and become something else: participant or, as Rancière proposes,

(Idea-Object) from 1964, or being invited by Rasheed Araeen
to dismantle the structure of Vienna Thirtysix: Zero to Infinity
(1968/2009) and rearrange the elements into new formations.
Allowing it to be constantly transformed challenges the idea of
the work of art as a fixed object of contemplation. Robert Breer
proposed a wall that slowly moves, producing renewed spaces for
the works and new articulations for the exhibition through its
lateral shift from one side of the room to the other (Moving Wall,
2009). Scraps of paper on the floor, to be picked up and read
or not, thrown away or taken away, together form a statement
on the state of racism in Austria (Sanja Ivekovic’, 40 Pages of
ENAR Report on Racism in Austria, 2009). All these works are
articulated on the basis of the author having no more power

4. See Michel Foucault, ‘What is an Author?’, Donald F. Bouchard and
Sherry Simon (trans.), in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice.
Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1977, pp 124–27.

5. See Jacques Rancière, ‘The Emancipated Spectator’,
in Artforum, March 2007, pp 271–80.
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and international exhibition machinery?
PB-B: That is why the initial title, The Professional Outsider,
seemed overly reductive, too self-reflexive. The exhibition
needed a title more suitable to the challenge of the artists’
works, one that would hold the social implications seen in the
transformations of the 1960s. Moreover, what constitutes
the main vector of the 1970s more than (in a continuation of
Marcel Duchamp) a redistribution of reception? When Barthes
writes about la mort de l’auteur, it means that the reader is
implicated, that the spectator as passive instrument must die

than the audience; the two positions are disenfranchised and
equalised with regard to the ordinary eye.
What interests me is the phenomenon of transgression, which
defines itself as permanent renewal. There is no stability in
transgression – one always has to re-transgress, and this is
contained in the artistic process. That is how I can admire, for
example, the agency in Bernard Bazile’s rather violent gesture
of 1989, opening the can of Merda d’artista by Piero Manzoni.
Bazile’s work forms a kind of frontispiece in the Secession’s
central foyer: instead of doing it himself, he delegates the act
to African hands, thus also denouncing the petit-bourgeois norm
of the artist as white. With this work Bazile anticipated the
rupture represented by the fall of the Berlin Wall and the advent
of globalisation, questioning at the same time the taboo about
the inviolability of the work of art. This touches on the status
of the work of art, but it is not once and forever: the act must
be continued, pursued and contradicted in order to negate a
single fixed state and status for the work.
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Careers in a Deviant Occupational Group.
The Dance Musician
Outsiders: Studies in the sociology of deviance
The Free Press, 1963
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Thoughts around a Table

The invitation that got us involved in – and carried away by –
Dora García’s project arrived in October 2010. An invitation
that came by e-mail and was confirmed, and explained verbally,
when we all met for the first time on 9 November at the
Peep-Hole space in Milan (where Dora, a few months earlier,
had organised a meeting connected with her Mad Marginal
project, and made various contacts). During this first
encounter, Dora illustrated the outlines of her project for
the Spanish Pavilion at the Biennale, which was starting to
take shape at the time, commencing with the title she had
just chosen: The Inadequate. She asked us to agree to take
part in it as ‘think-tank performers’ – the title was later
changed to the decidedly inadequate one of Tavolo del pensiero
(Think Table) – with the job of ‘elaborating a programme of
conversations and discussions, putting together constellations
of people’, i.e. the guest performers, of which the list is being
drawn up as we write this text. Dora’s precise instruction
was that they should all be Italian, given that this Biennale is
Italian. When we asked her why she had picked us in particular,
she answered: ‘Because I want to learn from you, because I
don’t feel sufficiently prepared to do it on my own and because
I enjoy working with you.’
We were also reassured by reading the draft of the project,
which on the very first page declared: ‘An artist is inadequate
to represent a country, a country is inadequate to be
represented by an artist’ (let alone by an extemporaneous
bunch of artists, critics and curators, asked to put themselves
on the line as performers). It ended a preliminary list of
possible inadequacies with the statement: ‘All the people who

Tavolo del pensiero
Marco Baravalle, Barbara Casavecchia, Anna Daneri, Vincenzo de Bellis,
Eva Fabbris, Stefano Graziani, Cesare Pietroiusti, Bruna Roccasalva
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have contributed to this pavilion are inadequate, in one way
or another.’
It took further meetings and exchanges of e-mails with Dora
and talks in person and on Skype for us to get a better grasp
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of what she was asking of us, for us to realise that: ‘“The

pure individuals, in the sense that there is no longer any

Inadequate” has to be understood as a formal construction,

moral law or any tradition to show us from the outside whom

with the same qualities as a good text or a good story: the aim

we have to be and how to conduct ourselves. From this point

of the work is not good intentions, nor information delivery.’

of view, the contrast between allowed and prohibited that

That ‘all interventions construct a single performance, complex

governed individuality throughout the fifties and sixties has

and extended (outside of the pavilion and outside the time

lost all effectiveness. The growing concern for a return to

frame of “open to the public”), exploring the concept of

order and the urgent desire for new organising codes and new

“inadequacy” in all its different forms’. And that Dora wanted

‘insurmountable limits’ find their motivation here. The right

‘to expose personalities who are also positions’ , determinedly

to choose one’s own life and the pressing need of people

refusing to organise a programme of lectures, or to think of

to become themselves place personalities in a condition of

the meetings as sources of entertainment for the public.

continual movement. And this induces us to frame the question

And so who were we going to suggest, to invite, and why?

of the normative limits of inner order in other terms: the

We arrived at the conclusion that, in the attempt to bring into

contrast between the allowed and the prohibited has given

focus a process of understanding and a shared platform, we

way to an agonising conflict between the possible and the

could make use of some thematic categories that had arisen

not-possible. As a result individualities have been substantially

from Dora’s indications and been developed over the course

transformed.

of our meetings. They would help us, we hoped, to sort out the
meaning of many of the words that we were using and would be

In step with the relativisation of the notion of prohibition, the

using again, such as: deviation, radicalism, exclusion, censorship,

role of discipline in the forms of regulation of the relationship

outsider, language, Basaglia Law, notes in the margin.

between individual and society has also been reduced: forms

We decided to base the suggestions on a series of quotations,

that today appeal more to personal decision and initiative

dividing up the tasks and the readings among us.

than to compliance with discipline. [...] The notions of planning,

Here they are.

motivation and interrelation have become norms today. They have
become part of our customs, a habit to which, from the top to
the bottom of the social hierarchy, everyone – both public and

DEVIATION

private actors – has learned to adapt more or less well. [...]
It is only by incorporating in our reflection such transformations

It is precisely the earthquake of emancipation that has upset,

in the rules that we can grasp the extent of the changes in

at the collective level, the private lives of us all: democratic

our relations with inequalities, with forms of power and with

modernity – and this is also its greatness – has progressively

politics. The measure of the ideal individual is no longer provided

turned us into rudderless men. Little by little it has put us in

by his docility, but by his initiative. And here lies one of the

the condition of having to judge by ourselves and having to

decisive changes in our ways of life, given that these new forms

come up with our own points of reference. We have become

of regulation are not a private choice on the part of each of
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us but a common rule, valid for all, on pain of marginalisation.

One committee planned a sit-in at the offices of the management

They pertain to the ‘general spirit’ of our society. They are the

company responsible for Chelsea Marina’s abysmal services, but

institutions of the self. [...]

most of the residents were now set on a far more radical
response to the social evils that transcended the local

In the past social rules imposed conformity and, with it,

problems of the estate. They had moved on to wider targets –

automatism of behaviour; today they call for a spirit of

a Pret A Manger in the King’s Road, Tate Modern, a Conran

initiative and mental independence. The individual is confronted

restaurant scheduled for the British Museum, the Promenade

more by a pathology of inadequacy than by a disease of guilt

Concerts, Waterstone’s bookshops, all of them exploiters of

[...].

middle-class credulity. Their corrupting fantasies had deluded

Alain Ehrenberg, La Fatigue d’être soi. Dépression et société, Paris: Odile Jacob,
2000. The passage has been translated from the Italian edition, La fatica di
essere se stessi: Depressione e società, Turin: Piccola Biblioteca Einaudi, 2010.

the entire educated caste, providing a dangerous pabulum that
had poisoned a spoon-fed intelligentsia.
J. G. Ballard, Millennium People. Flamingo, London 2003.

RADICALISM

Et habebant omnia communia. / And [they] and had all things common.
Acts of the Apostles, 2:44.

Only the authentic subject of history casts a shadow. If he
projects it forward as collective invention.
Hans Magnus Enzensberger, Der kurze Sommer der Anarchie: Buenaventura Durrutis
Leben und Tod, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1972. The passage has been translated from
the Italian edition, La breve estate dell’anarchia, Milan: Feltrinelli, 1972.

EXCLUSION
The leper’s exclusion was a social practice that included first
of all a rigorous division, a distancing, a rule of no contact
between one individual (or group of individuals) and another.
Second, it involved casting these individuals out into a vague,
external world beyond the town’s walls, beyond the limits of the
community. [...] Thirdly, and finally, the exclusion of lepers implied
the disqualification – which was perhaps not exactly moral, but
in any case juridical and political – of individuals thus excluded

The New Year will bring us what we will be able to win for ourselves.

and driven out. They entered death, and you know that the

Il Potere Operaio, 29 December 1968.

exclusion of lepers was regularly accompanied by a kind of
funeral ceremony during which individuals who had been declared

And suddenly I had an idea: why not change sex?

leprous were declared dead (which meant that their possessions

Marcel Duchamp, in Pierre Cabanne, Entretiens avec Marcel Duchamp, Paris:
Pierre Belfond, 1967.

could be passed on) and they departed for the foreign,

Beat out in the street the footfalls of revolt.
Angelo Maria Ripellino, Intolleranza 60, 1961, from the libretto for Luigi Nono’s
opera of the same name.
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external world. In short, there were practices of exclusion,
of casting out, of ‘marginalisation’ as we would say today. I
think we still describe the way in which power is exercised over
the mad, criminals, deviants, children, and the poor in these
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terms. Generally, we describe the effects and mechanisms of

which it was possible to project the image of the Italy of the

the power exercised over these categories as mechanisms and

future, modernised and industrialised and very distant from his

effects of exclusion, disqualification, exile, rejection,

personal yearning for another world. Pasolini would never have

deprivation, refusal, and incomprehension.

gone to a Gay Pride parade, for instance, and would not even

Michel Foucault, Abnormal. Lectures at the Collège de France 1974–1975
(1999), G. Burchell (trans.). London-New York: Verso, 2003.

have called for gay marriage. Today people justly lay claim to

Italian citizens are guaranteed by a residence and thus by a
passport. Owing to the fact that those citizens are in a

these rights and personally I go to Gay Pride events. But all
the tension linked to feeling excluded, crucified, has been lost.
Gianni Vattimo, Il Piccolo di Trieste, 8 May 2010.

‘community’ like the European Union, it is as if they were shut up
in one of the porous ‘cages’ that we were referring to before.
The others, the ‘excluded’, are trying to get in to it. The world
today is in continual movement. It is an immense mobile machine.
We are continually seeing a considerable flow of masses from one
part of the world to another, and not just for the Jubilee. The
‘cages’, or ‘niches’, will no longer be able to function nor even to
have any reason for existence. I’ve brought with me a pair of
‘binoculars’. This extraordinary optical instrument, consisting of
a pair of telescopes joined together, can be used not only to
enlarge faraway objects but, if turned the other way round, to
increase the focal distance of the object you are looking at and,
consequently, its distance. So we ‘privileged’ people are the
ones who use the ‘binoculars’ the other way round to look at the
new ‘excluded’. That way they seem to us distant, remote. Right
now we see them far away, but soon we will have to take the
‘binoculars’ from our eyes in order to look them in the face.
Erri De Luca, in Il Grillo, Rai Educational, transmission of 23 May 2000.

I believe that the horizon of personal diversity has had
a strong influence. A diversity that has encountered the
hostility not so much of collective culture, as for example the
‘institutional’ one of the PCI (Italian Communist Party), which
has harshly discriminated against it. I also think that in the PCI
Pasolini saw one of the forms of institutionalised structure in
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CENSORSHIP
It’s not difficult to predict for this story of mine a criticism
dictated purely by bad faith. In fact those who are offended
by it will try to insinuate that I am attacking the story and
the scriptures of which they hypocritically claim to be the
defenders. Not in the least: to avoid misunderstandings of
any kind, I want to state here and now that the story of
the Passion is the greatest that I know, and the texts that
recount it the most sublime ever written.
Pier Paolo Pasolini, from the opening credits of La ricotta, 1963.

Censorship is a way of becoming acquainted with one’s own
weakness and intellectual inadequacy.
Censorship is always a political tool. It is certainly not an
intellectual tool. The intellectual tool is criticism, which
presupposes knowledge of what is being judged and fought.
Criticising is not destroying, but bringing something back to
its right place in the process of things.
To censor is to destroy, or at least to oppose the process
of reality.
Censorship buries the subjects that it wants to bury in the
archives and indefinitely prevents them from becoming reality.
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It doesn’t matter if four or five intellectuals read about these

experimenter, apart from being a great painter, the story went

subjects and get worked up about them; they have not become

that ‘...because of these investigations he remained secluded

realities for the public, and have therefore failed to attain

in his house, almost like a hermit, for weeks and months, without

true reality.

knowing much of what went on in the world and without showing

Nor can censorship be justified as an expression of the will

himself. Spending his time on those caprices, he knew, while he

of an entire people that, believing itself to have critically

was alive, more poverty than fame. He left a wife who used to

surpassed certain positions and certain relationships, puts

relate that Paolo would spend the whole night at his drawing

the writings and documents of that culture beyond the pale,

board trying to find the rules of perspective, and when she

as if it were throwing out of the window the books that it has

called him to come to bed, he would answer: “Oh, how sweet in

already read and that it considers foolish and outdated.

this perspective!”’

It being understood that the circulation of ideas cannot be

Margot and Rudolf Wittkower, Born Under Saturn. New York: New York Review Books, 2007.

(Vasari, II, 204-05)

prevented, it is a question of seeing whether and to what
extent it is possible to prohibit the circulation of facts and

Those works created from solitude and from pure and authentic

forms and stimuli and performances, visions and perversions of

creative impulses – where the worries of competition, acclaim

the erotic, the macabre and the awful [...].

and social promotion do not interfere – are, because of

Federico Fellini, ‘Appunti sulla censura’, in La Tribuna del Cinema, no. 2, August 1958.

these very facts, more precious than the productions of
professionals. After a certain familiarity with these flourishings
of an exalted feverishness, lived so fully and so intensely by

OUTSIDER

their authors, we cannot avoid the feeling that in relation to
these works, cultural art in its entirety appears to be the

In Vasari’s time it was still remembered that the great Masaccio

game of a futile society, a fallacious parade.

(1401–28) ‘...was a very absent-minded and careless person;

Jean Dubuffet, ‘Make Way for Incivism’, in Art and Text, no. 27,
December 1987 – February 1988.

having fixed his mind and will wholly on matters of art, he cared
little about himself and still less about others. And since he
would never, under any circumstance, give a thought to the
cares and concerns of the world, nor even to his clothes,
and was not in the habit of recovering his money from his
debtors, except when he was in greatest need, Tommaso was
called Masaccio (Silly Tom) by everybody.’ (Vasari, II, 289). The
corollary to obsession with one’s work is indifference to dress,
cleanliness, food, family, public affairs; in short, to everything
outside the object of the fixation. […] Of Paolo Uccello
(1397–1475), pupil of Ghiberti and friend of Donatello, a great

Scorned and rejected half a century ago, marginal creation
has gradually made its way onto the social and cultural scene
through the efforts of its advocates in museums, publishing, and
business. This recognition marked a debut of a double life for Art
Brut. Lifted out of the obscurity and anonymity to which they
had been consigned, these creations began to be considered
as full-fledged works of art. At the same time, this official
acknowledgement altered and misrepresented them, since it
partially distorted its initially rebellious and uncultured virtues.
Lucienne Peiry, Art Brut: The Origins of Outsider Art. Paris: Flammarion, 2001.
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LANGUAGE

out to be a political act of integration [...] in the practical
sphere, a process of liberation.

Every gesture has its own agreed and inescapable meaning,
every word its own precise profile, every phrase its own
premeditated cadence. And the episode itself, in narration,
is presented more as a pretext for the erudite effect of
style and out of a classical taste for repetitions, almost
hieratic in its repetition, than for the immediacy of the first
vision. So much so that the great Romantic masterpiece is
valued not for the humanity that characterises it, but as an
example of ‘fine writing’. Solidified culture, triumph of the
specialists: specialists of the head, of the eye, of the ear,

Franco Basaglia, ‘Le istituzioni della violenza’, in Scritti 1953–1968. Dalla
psichiatria fenomenologica all’esperienza di Gorizia. Turin: Einaudi, 1981.

In the impersonal world of the rule, of codified order, the
sudden appearance of the fantastic, the unusual, the unknown,
the new, the unexpected causes an abrupt interruption in the
rhythm of everyday banality, making a breach for the anxiety
into which humanity has cast itself.
Franco Basaglia, ‘Ambiguità e oggettivazione dell’espressione figurativa
psicopatologica’, in Scritti 1953–1968. Dalla psichiatria fenomenologica
all’esperienza di Gorizia. Turin: Einaudi, 1981.

critics, painters, musicians, and there is no room for that great
dilettante the novelist [...] absence of that friction, of that

It is more complicated to speak of Freud, but we can say

disagreement, from which rise uncertainty and doubt, fathers

that, frequently, the people who have significance in human

of observation, of introspection, and first step towards, sole

history are the ones who define tensions in contradictions,

prerequisite for ‘psychological’ interest.

openings. I think that humanity has always been divided into

Bobi Bazlen, ‘Prefazione a Svevo’, in Scritti, Roberto Calasso (ed.).
Milan: Adelphi, 1984.

two parts: the inventors and the narrators. The narrators
do nothing but study the techniques of those who have
invented the contradictions. Probably both are necessary,

BASAGLIA
Our therapeutic community was born out of the rejection of a
situation presented as a given fact rather than as a product.
The inmate in a psychiatric institution, instead of being seen as
a patient, is the victim of an institutional violence that acts on
all levels, for every act of protest has been defined within the
limits of the illness. The level of degradation, objectification
and total annihilation in which we find him is not purely the
expression of a pathological state. Rather it is the product of
the destructive action of an institution, which was created to
protect the sane from madness. The act of treatment turns
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but the important thing is that they should really enter into
contradiction. That at least is the hope. [...]
I am not opposed to the psychiatrist because he is a type of
intellectual that I reject. I am a psychiatrist who wants to
give the patient an alternative response to the one that he
has been given up to now. Thankfully I think that we are moving
toward a new humanism and I do not believe that humanity is
condemned to progress. I think that man has always fought
against nature and today finds himself in the contradictory
position of struggling against nature but obtaining results that
kill him. He is no longer in conflict with nature but in opposition
to it. It is not conflict that kills man but opposition.
Franco Basaglia, Conferenze brasiliane. Milan: Raffaello Cortina Editore, 2000.
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NOTES IN THE MARGIN

But what could a reading of Morelli’s essays have meant to the
young Freud, still far from psychoanalysis? Freud himself tells

But it is to these flimsy rules, and not to the unshaking

us: it was the idea of a method of interpretation based on

character of the external world, that we owe our unshaking

discarded information, on marginal data, considered in some

sense of realities. To be at ease in a situation is to be

way significant. By this method, details usually considered of

properly subject to these rules, entranced by the meanings

little importance, even trivial or ‘minor’, provided the key for

they generate and stabilise; to be ill at ease means that one is

approaching higher aspects of the human spirit [...].

ungrasped by immediate reality and that one loosens the grasp

Carlo Ginzburg, ‘Clues: Roots of an Evidential Paradigm’, in Clues, Myths,
and the Historical Method, J. and A. C. Tedeschi (trans.). Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992.

that others have of it.
To be awkward or unkempt, to talk or move wrongly, is to be a
dangerous giant, a destroyer of worlds. As every psychotic and
comic ought to know, any accurately improper move can poke
through the thin sleeve of immediate reality.
Erving Goffman, Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology of Interaction.
New York: Doubleday Anchor, 1961.

To be on the margin is to be part of the whole but outside the
main body. As black Americans living in a small Kentucky town,
the railroad tracks were a daily reminder of our marginality. [...]
It was this marginality that I was naming as a central location
for the production of a counter-hegemonic discourse that is

Sraffa ‘reformulated’ the Marxist critique of economics in
dispute with the neoclassical marginalists (Böhm-Bawerk,
Wicksell, Jevons, Walras, etc.) who, in explicit opposition to Marx
and to the ‘labour theory of value’, expounded their marginalist
theory of the value of capital: residual remuneration between
the summation of the existing stock of property, less the
salaries and interests on those salaries, and the value of
the interest accrued between the consumer good and its
transformation into merchandise. According to them, the

not just found in words but in habits of being and the way one
lives. As such, I was not speaking of a marginality one wishes
to lose – to give up or surrender as part of moving into the
centre – but rather of a site one stays in, clings to even,
because it nourishes one’s capacity to resist. It offers one
the possibility of a radical perspective from which to see and
create, to imagine alternatives, new worlds.
bell hooks, ‘Choosing the Margin as a Space of Radical Openness’, in Yearnings:
Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics. Boston: South End Press, 1990.

relative values of commodities and the measurement of the
remuneration of the factors of production are determined by
the taste of the consumer, the technological means in which
technical and scientific knowledge is embodied and the factors
of production employed, measurable in their ‘neutral’ sense of
technical units of capital and labour.
Roberto Di Fede, ‘Immaterialismo storico’, in La Contraddizione,
no. 78, May–June 2000.
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THE INADEQUATE PLAYERS

The Inadequate is an extended performance that will occupy
the Spanish Pavilion in the Giardini of Venice from 1st June to
27th November. The players of The Inadequate are:
Accademia della Follia
Peter Aers
Nanni Balestrini
Marco Baravalle
Gianfranco Baruchello
Bobi Bazlen
Carmelo Bene
Franco Berardi Bifo
Antonio Bocola
Beppe Caccia
Francesco Careri
Geoffrey Carey
Barbara Casavecchia
Ascanio Celestini
Massimo Cirri
Alessandro Dal Lago
Fausto Delle Chiaie
Anna Daneri
Vincenzo de Bellis
Peppe Dell’Acqua
Claudia De Michelis
Bernhard Echte
Eva Fabbris
Maria Fiano
Christian Frosi and Diego Perrone
Giovanna Gallio
Dora García
Loreto Garin Guzman
Piergiorgio Giacchè
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Gino Giometti

Liliana Rampello

Lucas Marco Gisi

Francesco Raparelli

Stefano Graziani

Marco Revelli

Alberto Grifi

Antonio Rezza

Alice Guareschi

Bruna Roccasalva

Matteo Guarnaccia

Carmen Roll

Samir Kandil

Daniela Rosi

Andrea Lanini

Franco Rotelli

Vincenzo Latronico

Edoardo Salzano

Cornelia Lauf

Davide Savorani

Maurizio Lazzarato

Florian Schneider

Corrado Levi

Marco Scotini

Luca Lo Pinto

Fritz Senn

Sylvère Lotringer

Walter Siti

Christian Marazzi

Pier Paolo Tamburelli

Flavia Mastrella

Jakob Tamm

Francesco Matarrese

Massimo Torrigiani

Fabio Mauri

Bianca Tosatti

John McCourt

Ufficio per la Immaginazione Preventiva

Jan Mech

Franco Vaccari

Angela Melitopoulos

Nicola Valentino

Antonio Moresco

Wurmkos

Margherita Morgantin

Federico Zukerfeld

Giuliano Nannipieri
Pier Paolo Pasolini
Laura Pelaschiar
Mario Perniola and Sarah MacLaren
Cesare Pietroiusti
Aldo Piromalli
Giulia Pivetta
Maria Rita Prette
Emilio Prini
Federico Rahola
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